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Background
 American Physical Society Petition for Rulemaking 

(November 10, 2010)

 Staff Requirements – SECY-12-0145 (May 22, 2013)
 Approval to publish denial in Federal Register Approval to publish denial in Federal Register 

 Direction  to staff to explain to the general public how the 
NRC addresses proliferation concerns by synthesizing all p y y g
NRC activities that support nonproliferation objectives.
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U.S. Nuclear Nonproliferation
The President and the Congress have the primary 
responsibility for developing and promoting the 
Federal Government’s national nuclear nonproliferationFederal Government s national nuclear nonproliferation 
goals and policies.

The Department of State, working with Department of 
Energy, and other Federal agencies have the primary gy g p y
responsibility for implementation of goals and 
policies.
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Interagency 
Cooperationp

Oversight

Regulatory 
Infrastructure 
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Requirements Related to Consideration ofRequirements Related to Consideration of 
Proliferation Risks 

• Includes requirements for a “nuclear proliferation assessment” 
for U.S. agreements for cooperation with foreign nationsAEA 123

• Access Authorization10 CFR 2510 CFR 25 
• Domestic licensing of special nuclear material (including 

inimicality determination)10 CFR 70 
• Physical Protection of plants and materials10 CFR 73

M t i l C t l d A ti10 CFR 74 • Material Control and Accounting10 CFR 74 
• Facility security clearance and safeguarding national security 

information and restricted data 10 CFR 95 
• Export and import of nuclear equipment and material10 CFR 110 
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NRC’ li i iNRC’s licensing review process
NRC reviews license applications to verify applicants address C e e s ce se app cat o s to e y app ca ts add ess
the following requirements:

 Physical security  (Part 73)

 Information security (Parts 25 and 95)

 Transportation security  (Parts 73 and 95)

 Material control and accounting  (Part 74)
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O i hOversight 

Inspection program
 Routine inspections

Enforcement Program
Notices of violations
Civil or criminal sanctions

 Reactive inspections
 Licensee performance     

reviews

Civil or criminal sanctions
 Orders to modify, suspend, or 

revoke licenses
reviews
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Interagency Cooperation
The NRC actively cooperates with:
 Department of State
 Department of Energy
 Department of Commerce
 Department of Defense Department of Defense
 Department of Homeland Security
 Federal Bureau of Investigation Federal Bureau of Investigation
 Intelligence Community
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Cooperation with Department of StateCooperation with Department of State 
and Department of Energy

 A Section 123 agreement is negotiated by the Department A Section 123 agreement is negotiated by the Department 
of State, with technical assistance from Department of 
Energy and concurrence of NRC

 Department of Energy (DOE) negotiates and implements 
administrative arrangements to the agreements

 The NRC reviews and approves license requests, if they 
meet applicable requirements, for all exported nuclearmeet applicable requirements, for all exported nuclear 
material and equipment subject to the Agreement in 
accordance with 10 CFR Part 110
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Interactions with DOE

 The NRC and DOE have developed several joint 
Classification Guides 

 New developments in technologies under NRC/DOE New developments in technologies under NRC/DOE 
control are reviewed for proliferation concerns and 
designated in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act. 

 Identified threats are evaluated and, where necessary, 
additional security measures, to include information and 

h l l dphysical protection, are implemented.
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Additional Requirements and Interactions
 Export and Import of Nuclear Equipment and p p q p

Material  (10 CFR Part 110 –§110.41)

 Export Controls of Nuclear-Related Technologies
(10 CFR Part 810)

 Department of Commerce controls nuclear-related 
“dual-use” equipment and componentsdual use  equipment and components

 Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG)uc ea Supp e s G oup ( SG)
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I t ti ith th iInteractions with other agencies
 The NRC has frequent communications with other federal e as eque co u ca o s o e ede a

agencies covering proactive, routine, and reactive 
programs. There is ongoing involvement with the 
I lli C i i f iIntelligence Community on topics of interest.

I t ti d ti b t i h Interactions and cooperation between agencies have 
covered the following areas: Nonproliferation 
assessments, evaluations of technology and threats, , gy ,
investigations, counter intelligence programs, and cyber 
security reviews.
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C l iConclusions
The NRC addresses proliferation risks in the licensing of ENR 

h l i h htechnologies through:

 Implementation of regulations for physical security, information 
security, material control and accounting, cyber security, andsecurity, material control and accounting, cyber security, and 
export control.

 Implementation of internal controls for the protection of ENR-
l d frelated information.

 Detailed licensing process

 Oversight program Oversight program

 Engagement with other federal agencies with primary 
responsibility for assessing proliferation risks.  
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